LearnAmatrol
Hands-On Skills

Excellent Value
Job-Ready Skills
24/7 Learning Access
Knowledge and Skill Building
Build Knowledge from the Basics to Advanced

Amatrol’s e-LEARNING Now On Tablets!
LearnAmatrol
• Engaging multimedia contains integrated text, audio, and graphical elements
• Practice key skills online with virtual trainers
• Strong interactivity and troubleshooting skills
• Learn hands-on, job ready skills
• Compatible with Amatrol’s learning system hardware

Build Essential Knowledge in Any Environment

eBooks
• Enhanced online version of print-based book
• Navigate content with ease
• Use Zoom controls to enlarge page
• Learn Then Do approach using Industrial Hardware
• Access 24/7 through LMS
• Assessments taken online through LMS

Compatible with Tablets
• Train anywhere, anytime with internet connection
• Compatible with Windows 8 and Windows RT OS, iPad 2nd – 4th generations, Google Nexus 5-6, and more!
• Works with the tablet’s native operating system for a seamless experience
• Untethers learners from a classroom and allows them to study in real-world environments

Program Areas

• Automation
• Electrical
• Fluid Power
• Green Energy
• Machining
• Materials
• Mechanical
• Prints & Drawings
• Process Control
• Quality Assurance
• Safety
• Lean Manufacturing
• Manufacturing Processes
• Measurement & Gauging
• Workplace Effectiveness